
Healthcare leaders today face increasing 

demand for getting accounts coded and 

billed faster, and they’re counting on HIM 

leadership and their coding team to get it 

done. Yet at the same time, HIM departments 

face a nationwide shortage of medical coders, 

creating a perfect storm. 

Maximizing your Epic investment will improve 

coding efficiency and give coders the time 

they need to focus on more complex cases. 

Epic Simple Visit Coding
Improve e�iciency, reduce/redirect coding 
sta� and maximize your Epic investment 
with DeliverHealth

Get the most from Epic
SVC through consulting
and analytics.

DeliverHealth is skilled at helping health 

systems get the most from Epic Simple 

Visit Coding. Through consulting and 

analytics, we will give you all you need to 

maximize your SVC build. Our consultants 

develop a detailed project plan and 

implementation roadmap that outlines 

Simple Visit Coding opportunities, defines 

ROI and gives you a clear path forward. 

We’ll also look for other areas where 

technology can help you close gaps and 

accelerate your revenue cycle.



Currently, Epic can only provide Simple Visit Coding 

analytics by request, and the data you receive is 

mostly outdated once you get it. With DeliverHealth’s 

Simple Visit Coding solution, you will have analytics 

at your fingertips, in real-time. Our Power BI 

dashboards will help you track % SVC, % not SVC, 

SVC vs. internal goal and Gold % difference, why a 

coder had to touch an account, and more. The 

dashboards inform both education and process 

improvement at the department level, to ensure 

current and future optimization of no touch coding.
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Dive Deeper with SVC Analytics

Let DeliverHealth show you how to make Epic Simple Visit Coding a reality today.
e. leads@deliverhealth.com  p. 877.874.6478  deliverhealth.com

SVC automates the coding for relatively simple, high 

volume outpatient visits—such as lab, outpatient 

therapy visits, and some radiology visits—with no 

human intervention required. When optimized, 

Simple Visit Coding allows your coders to concentrate 

on more complex coding challenges, such as 

cases that include detailed reports or notes from 

a provider, while technology handles the rest.

• Reduce or refocus coding staff on 
 more complex coding cases

• Increase coding efficiency 

• Reduce DNFB and AR

• Make billing more consistent

• Accelerate cash collection

• Use your EHR to its full potential

• Achieve EHR-specific recognition,
 such as an Epic Gold Star

Benefits of Epic Simple Visit Coding
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